HOW TO WEAR SPINAMIC
Putting on the ﬂank band

Put on Spinamic wear.
Put on the ﬂank band with two ﬂank pads by pulling it forward to the front.
Adjust the ﬂank pad to align with ﬂank positions.

Attachment of supplementary bands

Follow the prescriptions or the instructions of healthcare providers regarding
where and how to locate supplementary bands.

*CAUTION!
Be extra careful with
ﬂank pads. Do not rub
the pad surface
against the Velcro, or
damage may occur.

Putting on Spinamic brace with hump pad attached

Put on Spinamic brace and pelvic band, respectively, by pulling them forward to the front.
*Initial attachment of the hump pad should take place following the guide of healthcare providers.
*When the pad gets detached while using, immediately reattach on the marked area.

Attachment of the large end of thoracic band

Attach the large end of thoracic band by pulling it forward to the front
crossing the center of the brace.
At this point, the band should cover the pressure regulator horizontally.

*CAUTION!
Be extra careful with
hump pad. Do not rub
the pad surface
against the Velcro, or
damage may occur.

Attachment of the small end and shoulder band of thoracic band

Zipping-up of Spinamic brace

Attach the small end of thoracic band by pulling it forward crossing the center of
lumbar area and then attach the shoulder band by pulling it forward over the shoulder.

Attach the Velcro cover after zipping up the brace.

Wiring the dial of pressure regulator

1. Push each dial of pressure regulators on the thoracic and lumbar parts
until “click” is heard.
2. Increase pressure strength by turning the dial clockwise.
*To unwind the dial, pull it until “click” is heard and pull a wire ring of dial.

*IMPORTANT : Reattachment of the thoracic band

Repeat step 6 and 7 again to attach the band stronger.
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